Wikipedia iPod touch survey

1. Please describe your research efficiency with the iPod Touch Wikipedia app (Choose one)

The Wikipedia iPod helped me research more efficiently

2. Overall, describe how you used the information found in the iPod Touch Wikipedia app (choose one)

The information in Wikipedia iPod did not directly contribute to my paper

3. Overall, describe how you integrated the iPod Touch Wikipedia app into your research process? (choose one)

I used the Wikipedia iPod to find a research topic

4. Please describe the overall nature of the information you searched for in the iPod Touch Wikipedia app? (choose one)

The nature of the search was recreational

5. Please rate the nature of your satisfaction with the search results of the iPod Touch Wikipedia app? (choose one)

I was very satisfied with the search results

6. How can the library make the Wikipedia App easier to use?

It's pretty easy already. I can't see how you can make it any easier.
Wikipedia iPod touch survey

1. Please describe your research efficiency with the iPod Touch Wikipedia app (Choose one)

\emph{The Wikipedia iPod helped me research more efficiently}

2. Overall, describe how you used the information found in the iPod Touch Wikipedia app (choose one)

\emph{The information in Wikipedia iPod was paraphrased and cited in my paper}

3. Overall, describe how you integrated the iPod Touch Wikipedia app into your research process? (choose one)

\emph{I used the Wikipedia iPod in the middle of my research}

4. Please describe the overall nature of the information you searched for in the iPod Touch Wikipedia app? (choose one)

\emph{The nature of the search was for short factual information}

5. Please rate the nature of your satisfaction with the search results of the iPod Touch Wikipedia app? (choose one)

\emph{I was satisfied with the search results}

6. How can the library make the Wikipedia App easier to use?

\emph{I believe it was very good.}
Wikipedia iPod touch survey

1. Please describe your research efficiency with the iPod Touch Wikipedia app (Choose one)

_The Wikipedia iPod was very helpful in completing research more efficiently_

2. Overall, describe how you used the information found in the iPod Touch Wikipedia app (choose one)

_The information in Wikipedia iPod did not directly contribute to my paper_

3. Overall, describe how you integrated the iPod Touch Wikipedia app into your research process? (choose one)

_I used the Wikipedia iPod in the middle of my research_

4. Please describe the overall nature of the information you searched for in the iPod Touch Wikipedia app? (choose one)

_The nature of the search was for short factual information_

5. Please rate the nature of your satisfaction with the search results of the iPod Touch Wikipedia app? (choose one)

_I was mostly satisfied with the search results_

6. How can the library make the Wikipedia App easier to use?

_I do not think there is anything the library needs to change about the Wikipedia app; however, Wikipedia is sometimes limited in it's information and it does not always have accurate information so an alternate resource would be helpful._
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1. Please describe your research efficiency with the iPod Touch Wikipedia app (Choose one)

_The Wikipedia iPod was very helpful in completing research more efficiently_

2. Overall, describe how you used the information found in the iPod Touch Wikipedia app (choose one)

_The information in Wikipedia iPod was paraphrased and cited in my paper_

3. Overall, describe how you integrated the iPod Touch Wikipedia app into your research process? (choose one)

_I used the Wikipedia iPod in the middle of my research_

4. Please describe the overall nature of the information you searched for in the iPod Touch Wikipedia app? (choose one)

_The nature of the search was for short factual information_

5. Please rate the nature of your satisfaction with the search results of the iPod Touch Wikipedia app? (choose one)

_I was very satisfied with the search results_

6. How can the library make the Wikipedia App easier to use? 

-
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1. Please describe your research efficiency with the iPod Touch Wikipedia app (Choose one)

The Wikipedia iPod was slightly helpful in becoming more efficient

2. Overall, describe how you used the information found in the iPod Touch Wikipedia app (choose one)

The information in Wikipedia iPod pointed to other sources that I used in my paper

3. Overall, describe how you integrated the iPod Touch Wikipedia app into your research process? (choose one)

I used the Wikipedia iPod at the beginning of my research

4. Please describe the overall nature of the information you searched for in the iPod Touch Wikipedia app? (choose one)

The nature of the search was recreational

5. Please rate the nature of your satisfaction with the search results of the iPod Touch Wikipedia app? (choose one)

I was satisfied with the search results

6. How can the library make the Wikipedia App easier to use?

I'm not sure.
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1. Please describe your research efficiency with the iPod Touch Wikipedia app (Choose one)

The Wikipedia iPod was slightly helpful in becoming more efficient

2. Overall, describe how you used the information found in the iPod Touch Wikipedia app
(choose one)

The information in Wikipedia iPod did not directly contribute to my paper

3. Overall, describe how you integrated the iPod Touch Wikipedia app into your research
process? (choose one)

I used the Wikipedia iPod after my research was completed

4. Please describe the overall nature of the information you searched for in the iPod Touch Wikipedia app? (choose one)

The nature of the search was recreational

5. Please rate the nature of your satisfaction with the search results of the iPod Touch Wikipedia app? (choose one)

I was mostly satisfied with the search results

6. How can the library make the Wikipedia App easier to use?

The wikipedia app was harder to navigate in comparsion with the regular wikipedia site. On the regular wikipedia site the information was organized by headings. All one had to do was click on the heading and then it show that particular information. However, with the Wikipedia site it went from
page 1 to the last page so if I wanted to find certain in information so I had
to go page by page. The regular wikipidea site is much more user friendly.